CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANERS
TYPES OF CARPET CLEANING
HOT WATER CHEMICAL EXTRACTION:
First of all we establish what type of carpet we are
being asked to clean so that the correct chemicals
can be used to get the best results.
A full and thorough industrial vacuum clean is the
carried out to get any loose hair, grit, gravel and
dust out of your carpets before any moisture is
applied.
Detergent is then applied directly onto the carpet
using a pump spray canister, paying particular
attention to traffic lane or heavily used areas and
taking care not to over spray any detergent.
The detergent is then left to absorb for 10 ‐15 minutes
and is agitated into the carpet if necessary. Any
persistent stains may need to be treated separately
with appropriate cleaning products.
An extraction cleaning machine is then used
to pass a rinse aid through the carpet. This removes the
detergent and the dirt that the detergent has come into
contact with, sucking
it out with heated diluted chemicals leaving behind a
sanitised, fresh smelling and dirt free carpet.
ROTARY SCRUB CLEANING METHOD
Rotary scrub carpet cleaning is a method that is ideal
for offices, hotels, common ways and carpets that must
dry quickly and cannot be wet cleaned (i.e. carpet tiles
and some industrial and commercial carpets).
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Rotary scrub cleaning is carried out by a brush rotating at high speed on the surface of the carpet
while a cleaning solution is passed through the brush.
As the brush rotates, it cleans all sides of the carpet fibres, working up into a foam and lifting the dirt.
Once the foam has dried it is simply vacuumed up.
STAIN GUARDING
Professional quality, odourless, fluoropolymer carpet protector which coats and protects fibres
against water and oil based spillages. This product contains stain blocker additives for the removal of

food colouring and dye based stains.
Stain guarding can be applied to new or freshly cleaned
carpets and upholstery and will last for up to 18 months
from the date of application.
“I have used Sure‐Chem on several occasions to clean
the carpets in my house and have always found them
reliable and hard working and the results speak for
themselves.”
Michael Evans, Hove.

Call 07944 277668 for a free carpet and upholstery cleaner cleaning quote.

